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We consider the consensus problem in synchronous message-passing distributed systems.
A celebrated result states that every protocol that is guaranteed to tolerate up to t crash
failures has a worst-case execution in which some process does not decide before the end
of t + 1 rounds. A variant of the problem in which the set of input vectors is restricted is
called condition-based consensus. In this setting, Mostéfaoui, Rajsbaum and Raynal deﬁned a
natural degree of restriction called the condition of the set of input vectors that a protocol
is assumed to handle. The condition is a natural number d  t, with a larger condition
implying a smaller set of input values. Moreover, they showed that condition-d consensus
can be solved in t + 1− d rounds in the worst case.
Dwork and Moses considered simultaneous consensus, a variant of (unconditional) consensus
in which all correct processes must decide in the same round. Like ordinary consensus, this
problem can be solved in t + 1 rounds in the worst case. However, they showed that the
stopping time depends on the pattern in which failures occur. They deﬁned a notion of the
waste W (F ) of a failure pattern F (where 0W (F ) t−1), and showed that t+1−W (F )
rounds are necessary and suﬃcient for simultaneous consensus. They presented a solution
that was optimal in all cases, and not just in the worst case: For every behavior of the
adversary, their protocol stops as soon as any correct protocol can possibly stop.
This paper considers condition-based simultaneous consensus in the synchronous model.1
It ﬁrst presents a simple algorithm in which processes decide simultaneously at the end of
the round RSt,d,F = (t+1)−max{W (F ),d}. Then, the main result of the paper is presented,
namely the statement and the proof that RSt,d,F is a lower bound for simultaneous
condition-based consensus. This shows that, contrary to what could be hoped, when
considering condition-based consensus with simultaneous decision, we can beneﬁt from
the best of both actual worlds (either the failure world when RSt,d,F = (t + 1) − W (F ),
or the condition world when RSt,d,F = t + 1 − d), but we cannot beneﬁt from the sum of
savings offered by both. Only the best discount applies. From a technical point of view,
the lower bound result is based on two new notions associated with conditions on input
vectors, called d-coverability and d-tightness.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The consensus problem. Fault-tolerant systems often require a means by which processes or processors can arrive at an exact
mutual agreement of some kind [14]. Indeed, reaching agreement is a fundamental primitive at the root of coordination
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most important problems of fault-tolerant distributed computing. It actually occurs every time entities (usually called agents,
processes—the word we use in the following—nodes, sensors, etc.) have to agree. The consensus problem is surprisingly
simple to state: Each process is assumed to propose a value, and all the processes that are not faulty have to agree/decide
(decision), on the same value (agreement), that must in turn be one of the proposed values (validity). The considered in
this paper is the process crash model.
While consensus is impossible to solve in pure asynchronous systems prone even to a single process crash [4] (“pure
asynchronous systems” means systems in which there is no upper bound on process speed and message transfer delay),
it can be solved in synchronous systems (i.e., systems where there are such upper bounds) whatever the number n of
processes and the number t of process crashes (t < n).
An important measure for a consensus algorithm is the time it takes for the non-faulty processes to decide. As a compu-
tation in a synchronous system can be abstracted as a sequence of rounds, the time complexity of a synchronous consensus
algorithm is measured in terms of the minimal number of rounds (Rt ) that a process participates in before deciding, in
the worst case scenario. It has been shown (see, e.g., in [8]) that Rt = t + 1. Moreover, this bound is tight: There exist
algorithms where no process ever executes more than Rt rounds (e.g., [15]); these algorithms are thus optimal with respect
to the worst-case bound.
Early decision. While t +1 rounds are needed in the worst case scenario, the major part of the executions have few failures
or are even failure-free. So, an important issue is to be able to design early deciding algorithms, i.e., algorithms in which the
processes decide “as early as possible” in good scenarios. Let f , 0  f  t , be the actual number of process crashes in an
execution. It has been shown that the lower bound on the number of rounds is then Rt, f =min( f + 2, t + 1) (e.g., [1,8]). As
before, this bound is tight: Algorithms in which no process ever executes more than Rt, f rounds exist (e.g., see [1,15]).
Condition-based approach and the hierarchy of synchronous conditions. The condition-based approach was originally introduced
to circumvent the impossibility of solving consensus in an asynchronous system prone to crash failures [12]. It consists in
restricting the set of input vectors of values that can be proposed (such a set is called a condition). A main result associated
with this approach is the following [12]: A condition C allows consensus to be solved in an asynchronous system prone to up
to x process crashes iff it is x-legal. (Roughly speaking, a condition is x-legal if each of its input vectors contains a particular
value more than x times, and the Hamming distance between two vectors from which different values can be decided is
greater than x.) There is a strong connection between the condition-based approach and error-correcting codes [5].
While the condition-based approach is useful to extend computability of consensus in asynchronous systems, it has
also been used to allow for faster agreement in synchronous systems [13]. More precisely, let us consider a synchronous
system where up to t processes can crash, and let Cd be the set of all d-legal conditions, Ct ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd ⊂ · · · ⊂ C0. For every
condition C ∈ Cd , it is shown in [13] that synchronous consensus can be solved uniformly for all input vectors I ∈ C in one
round when d = t , and in t + 1−d rounds when 0 d t . It is also shown that t + 1−d is a tight worst-case lower bound.
Simultaneous decision. Consensus is a data agreement property, namely, processes must agree on the same value. Depending
on the actual failure pattern, and the way this pattern is perceived by the processes, it is possible for several processes to
decide in distinct rounds. The simultaneous (decision) consensus problem aims at eliminating this uncertainty. It requires
that the processes decide on the same value (data agreement), during the very same round (time agreement).
Many “classical” consensus algorithms where all the processes that do not crash decide systematically at the end of the
round Rt = t + 1 ensure simultaneous decision. Simultaneous consensus was considered in [2], where it was shown that
simultaneous decisions can be attained in RSt,F rounds, 2 RSt,F  t + 1, a number of rounds that depends on the failure
pattern. Indeed, for every failure pattern F there is a measure called the waste, denoted by W = W (F ), such that decisions
can be performed in RSt,F = t + 1 − W rounds, and no earlier. W (F ) represents the number of rounds “wasted” by the
adversary in the failure pattern F . Interestingly, the greatest values of W are obtained when many processes crash early.
If at most one process crashes in each round, W = 0 and simultaneous decision cannot be performed before the end of
round t + 1. At ﬁrst glance, this may appear counter-intuitive. Actually it is not; roughly speaking, it is a consequence of the
fact that once many processes crash, the adversary options for the remaining rounds become more restricted. Simultaneous
decision requires common knowledge about proposed input values, which becomes easier to attain as the uncertainty about
past and future failures is reduced. Algorithms that solve simultaneous consensus optimally—requiring precisely t+1−W (F )
rounds for every run and each failure pattern F—are described in [2,7,9,11].
Content of the paper. This paper, which is an extended version of [10], investigates the simultaneous decision requirement
in the context of the condition-based approach. Let C ∈ Cd (thus, C is d-legal). On the one hand, we have from [13] that
simultaneous consensus can be guaranteed in round t + 1 − d. On the other hand, since a solution for unrestricted simul-
taneous consensus is still correct under any condition C , the existing solution to simultaneous consensus from [2,9,11] can
be used to guarantee simultaneous agreement in t + 1− W rounds. This paper investigates the interaction between condi-
tioning and simultaneity. For a positive result, it shows that the simultaneity requirement allows a seamless combination
of the two solutions. Essentially, it is possible to simulate both types of algorithms and decide (without violating agree-
ment!) in the round in which the ﬁrst of the two algorithms decides. This solves condition-based simultaneous consensus
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d-legal conditions, the algorithm presented here is optimal in a very strong sense, inherited from the optimal solutions for
simultaneous consensus: For each and every input vector I and failure pattern F , the algorithm decides as soon as any other
simultaneous consensus algorithm for C would decide in a run with I and F . So the algorithm is optimal in every case and
not just in the worst case run. The main technical challenge (and main contribution) of the paper is in the lower-bound
proof (presented in Section 4), which relies on a knowledge-based analysis, using the connection between simultaneous
agreement and common knowledge [2,3,6].
The notion of d-legality (introduced in [12]) is crucial for the condition-based approach. It expresses the fact that two
input vectors from which different values are decided, must be far enough one from the other (from Hamming distance
point of view). From a technical point of view, the paper introduces two new notions related to input vectors, namely d-
coverability and d-tightness. d-Coverability can be seen as a proximity property on input vectors in a condition, that turns
out to be a central notion to prove the lower bound result. d-Tightness corresponds to a condition being both d-legal
and (d + 1)-coverable. For d-tight conditions, our condition-based simultaneous consensus algorithm for d-legal conditions
matches the lower bounds for (d + 1)-coverable conditions, leading to tight bounds and a solution that yields the best
possible behavior in each and every execution.
Roadmap. The paper is made up of ﬁve sections. Section 2 presents the synchronous message-passing model, and the
condition-based simultaneous consensus problem. Section 3 presents an optimal condition-based simultaneous consensus
algorithm. This algorithm, that is a simple combination of two existing algorithms, is presented to make the paper self-
contained. The main result of the paper, namely the establishment of the lower bound, is presented in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Computation model, conditions and problem speciﬁcation
2.1. Computation model
Round-based synchronous system. The system model consists of a ﬁnite set of processes, denoted Π = {p1, . . . , pn}, that
communicate and synchronize by sending and receiving messages through channels. (We sometimes also use p and q to
denote processes.) Every pair of processes is connected by a bi-directional reliable channel (which means that there is no
creation, alteration, loss or duplication of messages).
The system is round-based synchronous. This means that each execution consists of a sequence of rounds. Those are
identiﬁed by the successive integers 1,2, etc. For the processes, the current round number appears as a global variable r
that they can read, and whose progress is managed by the underlying system. A round is made up of three consecutive
phases:
• A send phase in which each process sends the same message to all the processes (including itself).
• A receive phase in which each process receives messages. The fundamental property of the synchronous model lies in
the fact that a message sent by a process pi to a process p j in round r, is received by p j in the very same round r.
• A computation phase during which each process processes the messages it received during that round and executes local
computation.
Process failure model. A process is faulty during an execution if its behavior deviates from that prescribed by its algorithm,
otherwise it is correct. We consider here the crash failure model, namely, a faulty process stops its execution prematurely.
A process can fail at most once, and after it has crashed, the process does nothing. If a process crashes in the middle of a
sending phase, only a subset of the messages it was supposed to send might actually be received.
As already indicated, the model parameter t (0  t  n − 1) denotes an upper bound on the number of processes that
can crash in a run.2 A failure pattern F is a set of triples 〈q,kq, Bq〉. A triple 〈q,kq, Bq〉 states that the process q crashes while
executing the round kq (hence, it sends no messages after round kq), while the set Bq denotes the set of processes that do
not receive the message sent by q during the round kq . Fails(t) denotes the set of failure patterns with at most t triples. An
upper bound of t on the number of failures will translate into the assumption that all runs will have failure patterns from
Fails(t).
Inputs. Let V be the set of values that can be proposed, with |V| 2. An input conﬁguration is an assignment I : Π → V
of an initial value vi ∈ V to each process pi . An input vector is a size n vector corresponding to an input conﬁguration.
A condition is a set C of input vectors.
2 We assume that t < n − 1 rather than t < n for ease of exposition. In the boundary case of t = n − 1, simultaneous (unconditional) consensus can be
obtained in precisely n − 1− W (F ) = t − W (F ) rounds, as opposed to t + 1− W (F ) rounds for t < n − 1. See Sections 6.6 and 6.8 of [3] for more details.
The double discount results of this paper apply equally well in the case t = n − 1, but stating them for both t = n − 1 and t < n − 1 would be somewhat
cumbersome.
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input vector). A system conﬁguration or global state before round r, is a sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn) consisting of the local states
of the processes 1,2, . . . ,n at that point. The input vector I is the conﬁguration of the system before the ﬁrst round, and a
new conﬁguration is obtained after every round as follows.
In this paper we focus on deterministic algorithms for consensus. For concreteness, we identify such an algorithm with
a function that speciﬁes, for each process, a function from the local state of a process after receiving its round r messages,
that speciﬁes its decisions in round r and the messages it sends in round r + 1. Typically, our algorithms will have the
form P [n, t,C], taking as parameters the number of processes n, the bound t on the number of possible crashes, and when
relevant also a set C of input vectors deﬁning the condition under which the algorithm operates. A run of P [n, t,C] will
have an input vector I ∈ C . We write P for short, when the parameters are ﬁxed or clear from context. In the synchronous
model we are considering, an algorithm determines everything about the execution except for the initial global state of the
processes and the failure pattern. P (I, F ) denotes the unique run of algorithm P when processes start out with initial values
according to I (discussed further below), and when the failure pattern is F .
2.2. The condition-based approach
Notation. Let ⊥ denote a default value such that ⊥ /∈ V and ∀a ∈ V , ⊥ < a. We usually denote by I an input vector (all its
entries are in V), and by J a vector that may have some entries equal to ⊥. Such a vector J is called a view. The number of
occurrences of a value a ∈ V ∪ {⊥} in the vector J is denoted #a( J ). Given two vectors I1 and I2, dist(I1, I2) denotes their
Hamming distance.
Deﬁnition 1 (d-Legal). (See [5,12].) Let d < t be a natural number. A condition C is d-legal if there exists a function H : C →
V satisfying: (1) ∀I ∈ C : #H(I)(I) > d, and (2) ∀I1, I2 ∈ C : H(I1) =H(I2) ⇒ dist(I1, I2) > d.
This means that the value extracted from I by H() appears “often enough” in I (more than d times), and two vectors
from which different values are extracted by H() are “far enough apart” in terms of Hamming distance. Intuitively, the
function H() justifying a given condition selects a proposed value to become the decided value, namely, the value selected
from an input vector I is H(I).
Example 1. Assuming that the set of initial values V is totally ordered, let max(I) denote the greatest value in an input
vector I . The max-value condition, denoted Md , is deﬁned by:
Md =
{
I: #max(I)(I) > d
}
.
The max-value condition Md is d-legal [12].
A straightforward consequence of the deﬁnition of d-legal conditions is that every d-legal condition is also (d − 1)-legal.
Moreover, it is easy to check that the condition Md is not (d + 1)-legal. Thus, the sets Cd of all d-legal conditions form a
strict hierarchy, as captured by:
Theorem 1. (See [12].) Let 0  d  t − 1. The set Cd+1 of (d + 1)-legal conditions is strictly contained in the set Cd of (d)-legal
conditions. Thus, Ct ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd ⊂ · · · ⊂ C0 .
A main result of [12] is the characterization of the largest set of conditions that allow consensus to be solved in an
asynchronous system: If C is d-legal then consensus can be solved under C in an asynchronous system prone to up to d
process crashes. Conversely, there exists a (d − 1)-legal condition C ′ for which consensus is unsolvable in the presence of d
process crashes.
2.3. The condition-based simultaneous (cb-s) consensus problem
The problem we focus on in this paper has been informally stated in the introduction: Every process pi proposes a
value vi (called its initial value). Assuming that the vector of proposed values belongs to a predetermined condition C , the
processes have to decide, during the very same round, on the same value, which is required to be one of the proposed
values. This can be stated as a set of four properties that any algorithm solving the problem has to satisfy.
• Decision. Every correct process decides.
• Validity. A decided value is a proposed value.
• Agreement. No two processes decide different values.
• Simultaneous decision. No two processes decide during distinct rounds.
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This section presents a simple condition-based simultaneous consensus algorithm in which the processes decide at the
end of the round RSt,d,F = (t + 1) − max{W ,d}. Section 4 will show that RSt,d,F is the smallest number of rounds for
condition-based simultaneous consensus.
The proposed algorithm is constructed in a modular fashion. It combines two base algorithms. One is a condition-based
algorithm that, when instantiated with a d-legal condition C (i.e., C ∈ Cd , with 0  d  t , and the input vector I belongs
to C ) directs the processes to decide simultaneously at the end of round t + 1 − d. The second is a simultaneous (non-
condition-based) consensus algorithm in which the processes decide at the end of round t + 1− W . These base algorithms
are presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
In general, obtaining a consensus algorithm by combining two consensus algorithms that execute concurrently is a subtle
matter. When the two algorithms give rise to conﬂicting decisions, some rule for deciding among them is needed. This
causes a genuine problem if different processes see the decisions in different orders. In our case, the fact that both algorithm
guarantee simultaneous decisions simpliﬁes this task. If one of the algorithms decides earlier, then its value can be adopted
as that of the combined algorithm. Otherwise, both algorithms decide (everywhere) in the same round, and a ﬁxed a priori
rule can be used to determine which of the algorithms should take precedence. As a consequence, the combination of
the two algorithms yields a cb-s consensus algorithm in which the processes simultaneously decide at the end of round
RSt,d,F = (t + 1) −max{W (F ),d} .
3.1. A simple condition-based simultaneous consensus algorithm
3.1.1. Adapting an existing algorithm
It is convenient to consider partial input vectors, which specify some of the initial values, and contain ⊥ instead of the
missing values. We write J  I if I is “more informative” than J , namely, (i) every location containing ⊥ in I contains ⊥ in
J as well, and (ii) I and J agree on all locations that are not ⊥ in J . An important property of d-legal conditions, which
follows directly from the deﬁnition of legality and that will be useful for solving condition-based consensus is captured by
the following lemma:
Lemma 1. (See [13].) Let C be a d-legal condition and letH be the function justifying that it is d-legal. If I1, I2 ∈ C, #⊥( J ) d, J  I1
and J  I2, thenH(I1) =H(I2).
Given Lemma 1, any subset of n − d values in an input vector I determine the value of H(I). It is thus possible to
extend H to partial input vectors that contain any number k  n − d of values. Since fewer values suﬃce, it turns out
that condition-based consensus admits faster algorithms in the synchronous round model than (unconditional) consensus.
Indeed, Mostéfaoui et al. in [13] present a condition-based consensus algorithm for the synchronous round model that, when
applied with respect to a condition in Cd , guarantees that all non-faulty processes decide in the ﬁrst t + 1− d rounds. Their
algorithm, however, does not guarantee simultaneous decision.3 The algorithm of [13] can be adapted so that decisions are
performed simultaneously in round t + 1 − d, essentially by delaying all decisions until this round. The adapted algorithm
Cond_Propose is presented in Fig. 1 and it satisﬁes these properties. By the analysis in [13], we have:
Theorem 2. The Cond_Propose algorithm presented in Fig. 1 solves the condition-based simultaneous consensus problem. In every
run in which the condition parameter for Cond_Propose is d, decision is reached in (t + 1) − d rounds.
3.1.2. The Cond_Propose algorithm
Local variables. Each process pi uses three local variables.
• Vi is an array whose aim is to contain pi ’s local view of the input vector. Initialized to [⊥, . . . ,⊥], it contains at most t
entries equal to ⊥ at the end of the ﬁrst round (line 105).
• v_condi (initialized to ⊥) is destined to contain the value H(I) that the condition C associates with the input vector I
(line 106). As the condition C is d-legal, H(I) can be computed from H(V i) only when the local view Vi of pi has at
most d entries equal to ⊥. Thus, the value of H can be computed at this point.
• v_nocondi (initialized to ⊥) is destined to contain the value to be decided when no value can be decided from the
condition because there are too many failures during the ﬁrst round (more than d processes crash). When this occurs,
a process will decide the greatest proposed value it has ever seen.
3 The algorithm described in [13] works whether the input vector is in the condition or not. Let f be the actual number of failures that occur in a given
run. When the input vector I belongs to the condition C , a process decides in two rounds if f  d, and in at most t + 1− d rounds when f > d. When the
input vector is not in the condition a process decides in at most t + 1 rounds. Differently, the condition-based algorithms developed here assume that the
input vector is always from a condition of the appropriate class.
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Process behavior. The behavior of a process pi is simple. During the ﬁrst round (lines 102–108), pi determines its local
view Vi of the input vector I , computes v_condi if it does not see too many failures (i.e., at most d crashes), and computes
v_nocondi in case the condition is useless because there are more than d crashes. Then, from the second round until round
t + 1 − d, the processes use the ﬂood set strategy to exchange their current values v_condi and v_nocondi , and keep the
greatest ones of each. At the end of the round t + 1− d, a process pi decides on the value in v_condi if that value is not ⊥;
otherwise, it decides on the value in v_nocondi (which is different from ⊥).
3.2. An optimal algorithm for (unconditional) simultaneous consensus
The second basic algorithm that we shall use is taken from our paper [9], which is in turn based on [2,7]. It optimally
solves the simultaneous consensus problem: For every failure pattern F and input vector I , it decides as soon as any other
algorithm can decide on (F , I). Before describing the algorithm, we need a few deﬁnitions.
3.2.1. Preliminary deﬁnitions
For simplicity we assume that each process sends a message to all the processes in each round. As a consequence,
process failures can be easily detected, and this detection is done as soon as possible. Moreover, for every algorithm P ,
every pair (I, F ) consisting of and input vector and failure pattern determines a unique run ρ of P ; we write ρ = P (I, F )
in this case.
Deﬁnition 2 (Failure exposure). With respect to a failure pattern F , the failure of a process q is exposed in round r if r is
the ﬁrst round in which there is a process p that (1) is blocked by F from receiving a round r message from q, and (2) p
survives (i.e., completes without crashing) round r. Process q has detectably crashed in F by round r if its failure is exposed
no later than in round r.
If q is exposed in round r according to the above deﬁnition, then in an algorithm in which q is always required to send
a round r message to p (as in the case of full-information algorithms), process q’s failure will be discovered by p: Process
p knows at the end of round r that q has crashed.
Deﬁnition 3 (Waste). Fix a failure pattern F . Deﬁne by C(F , r) the number of processes whose failure is exposed in F by
round r. Moreover, we use the convention that C(F ,0) = 0. Let the Waste inherent in F , denoted W (F ), be deﬁned as follows:
W (F ) =max
r0
{
C(F , r) − r}.
It immediately follows that 0W (F ) t−1 holds for all failure patterns F . (We sometimes write W for W (F ) when there
is no confusion.)
3.2.2. The Sim_Propose algorithm
As in the condition-based case, we present for the sake of completeness the algorithm called Sim_Propose, taken
from [9], which will be our concrete optimal unconditional simultaneous consensus algorithm. (For more details and a proof
of optimality, see [9].)
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The horizon notion. The algorithm is based on the notion of a horizon that each process computes in every round. Very
roughly speaking, the horizon is a current best estimate for when initial values will become common knowledge, so that
decisions can be based on them. The horizon is updated to be the minimal value of t+1−| f ′i (r−1)|, where the latter term
f ′i (r − 1) refers to the set of processes that, according to pi ’s knowledge at the end of round r were deﬁnitely exposed by
the end of round r − 1.
Local variables. Each process pi manages the following local variables. Some variables are presented as belonging to an
array. This is only for notational convenience, as such array variables can be implemented as simple variables.
• esti contains, at the end of round r, process pi ’s current estimate of the decision value. Its initial value is vi , the value
proposed by pi .
• decidedi is a write-once variable, initially undeﬁned, that depicts process i’s decision value in the current run.
• f i[r] denotes the set of processes from which pi has not received a message during the round r. (So, this variable is the
best current estimate that pi can have of the processes that have crashed.)
Let f i[r] = Π \ f i[r] (i.e., the set of processes from which pi has received a round r message).
• f ′i [r − 1] is a value computed by pi during the round r, but that refers to crashes that occurred up to the round r − 1
(included), hence the notation. It is the value
⋃
p j∈ f i [r] f j[r − 1], which means that f ′i [r − 1] is the set of processes that
were known as crashed at the end of the round r − 1 by at least one of the processes from which pi has received a
round r message. As a process pi receives its own messages, we have f i[r − 1] ⊆ f ′i [r − 1].• hi(r) is the horizon value computed by i for round r.
• bhi[r] represents the best (smallest) horizon value known by pi at round r. It is pi ’s best estimate of the smallest round
for a simultaneous decision. Initially, bhi[0] = hi(0) = t + 1.
Process behavior. Each process pi not crashed at the beginning of r sends to all the processes a message containing its
current estimate of the decision value (esti), and the set f i[r − 1] of processes it currently knows as faulty. After it has
received the round r messages, pi computes the new value of esti and the value of bhi[r]. The new value of esti is the
smallest of the estimates values it has seen so far. As far as the value of bhi[r] is concerned, we have the following.
• The computation of bhi[r] must take hi(r) into account. This is required to beneﬁt from the fact that there is a clean
round y such that r  y  hi(r). In a clean round, all processes hear from the same set of processes. Following such a
clean round, any two (non-crashed) processes pi and p j will have esti = est j , and (as they will receive messages from
the same set of processes) will also satisfy that f ′i [r − 1] = f ′j[r − 1]. Consequently, we will have hi(y) = h j(y), thereby
creating correct “seeds” for determining the smallest round for a simultaneous decision. This allows the processes to
determine rounds at which they can simultaneously decide.
• As we are looking for the ﬁrst round where a simultaneous decision is possible, bhi[r] has to be set to min(hi(0),hi(1),
. . . ,hi(r)), i.e., bhi[r] = min(bhi[r − 1],hi(r)).
Finally, according to the previous discussion, the algorithm directs a process pi to decide at the end of the ﬁrst round r that
is equal to the best horizon currently known by pi , i.e., when r = bhi[r].
The resulting algorithm is presented in Fig. 2, where hi(r) (see line 208) is expressed as a function of r − 1 to emphasize
the fact that it could be computed at the end of the round r − 1 by an external omniscient observer. We thus obtain:
Theorem 3. (See [2].) Let t < n − 1. The Sim_Propose algorithm of Fig. 2 solves simultaneous consensus. In every run, decision is
reached in round RSt,F = t + 1− W . Moreover, no simultaneous consensus algorithm can ever decide in fewer than t + 1− W (F ) in
a run with failure pattern F .
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This section shows how the two simultaneous consensus algorithms presented in Figs. 1 and 2 can be combined to give
a correct simultaneous consensus algorithm that decides as soon as either one does. In fact, a similar combination can be
done in general for simultaneous consensus algorithms. (The issue of parallel execution of consensus algorithms without
the simultaneity property is much more subtle and is not always possible.)
Running simultaneous consensus algorithms in parallel. Suppose that A and B are two algorithms for simultaneous consensus,
whose decision round is determined by conditions ψA and ψB , respectively. Deﬁne A else B to be the algorithm that runs
both A and B in parallel, but changes the decision rule in the following way:
• When algorithm A’s decision rule ψA is satisﬁed, then decision is performed according to A, provided that no decision
has been performed in previous rounds.
• If (i) no decision has been performed in previous rounds, (ii) A’s decision rule ψA is not satisﬁed, and (iii) B ’s decision
rule ψB is satisﬁed, then decision is performed according to B .
Thus, A else B decides as soon as the ﬁrst of A and B decide, and when both algorithms happen to decide in the
same round, A’s decision is adopted. Moreover, all properties of simultaneous consensus (decision, validity, agreement and
simultaneity) are satisﬁed by A else B .
The optimal algorithm. The changes to the algorithms in Figs. 1 and 2 that yield a properly combined algorithm are the
following ones.
1. The r-th round, 1  r  t + 1 − d, of the combined algorithm is a simple merge of the r-th round of both algorithms.
This means that the message sent by pi at round r now piggybacks v_condi , v_nocondi , esti and f i[r − 1] (a closer look
at the base algorithms shows that their variables v_nocondi and esti play the same role, and consequently, only one of
them needs to be kept in the combined algorithm).
2. Lines 114–116 of the algorithm in Fig. 1, and line 210 of the algorithm in Fig. 2 are replaced by the following lines:
if (r = bhi[r]) ∨ (r = t + 1− d) then
if (r = bhi[r]) then decidedi ← true; return (esti)
else if (v_condi = ⊥) then return (v_condi)
else return (v_nocondi) end if
end if.
We call the resulting combined algorithm Cond_Sim_Propose, and immediately obtain:
Theorem 4. Let t < n− 1. The Cond_Sim_Propose algorithm solves the condition-based simultaneous consensus problem. Moreover,
it decides in round t + 1−max{W (F ),d} in a run with failure pattern F .
4. Optimality: t + 1−max{W ,d} is a lower bound
This section is the heart of the paper. It proves that the Cond_Sim_Propose algorithm described in Section 3.3 is optimal.
Namely, in a synchronous system prone to up to t process crashes (with t < n− 1), there is no deterministic algorithm that
can ever solve the condition-based simultaneous consensus problem in fewer than (t + 1) − max{W ,d} rounds. However,
a precise formulation of this claim is somewhat subtle. To see why, suppose that C is a d-legal condition. We know that
Cond_Sim_Propose, running with condition parameter d, will halt in t + 1−max{W ,d} rounds in runs with inputs from C .
Recall, however, that every (d+ 1)-legal condition is, in particular, also d-legal. Hence, C could also be d+ 1 legal, in which
case both Cond_Propose and Cond_Sim_Propose, running with parameter d + 1, will halt in t − d in some runs with waste
W = 0, improving on (t + 1) − max{W ,d} since t − d < t + 1 − d = t + 1 − max{d,0}. In fact, d-legality is a property that
requires input vectors to be suﬃciently far from one another. A lower bound will be based on a property called k-coverability
that says something about how close vectors are. We will show that no algorithm can halt in fewer than t + 1−max{W ,d}
rounds if the condition C is (d + 1)-coverable. Finally, we will deﬁne the class of d-tight conditions, which are both d-legal
and (d + 1)-coverable, for which Cond_Sim_Propose is optimal in all runs: In every run, it decides as soon as it is allowed
by the lower bound for the particular failure pattern in the run.
4.1. Similarity graphs and common knowledge
Our lower bound is based on the well-known connection between simultaneous agreement and common knowledge
[2,11]. This connection implies that it is possible to simultaneously decide on a value v ∈ V only once it becomes common
knowledge that one of the initial values of the current input vector is v . Roughly speaking, if no value is commonly known
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prove lower bounds on when decisions can be performed in a cb-s consensus algorithm. Rather than develop the logic of
knowledge in detail here, we will employ a simple graph-theoretic interpretation of common knowledge that applies in our
setting.
The local state of process pi at the end of round r of an algorithm P is identiﬁed with the contents of pi ’s memory—its
variables and their values. Intuitively, we think of runs ρ and ρ ′ as being indistinguishable to q after round r if q’s local state
at the end of round r is the same in both runs. We use this notion of indistinguishability to deﬁne a similarity graph over
runs of an algorithm, adjusted for the condition-based setting.
Deﬁnition 4 (Condition-based similarity graph). Fix an algorithm P = P [n, t,C]. We deﬁne the similarity graph for P after
round r  0, denoted by csG(r), to be the undirected graph (V , E), where
(i) V consists of the set of runs ρ = P (I, F ) with I ∈ C and F ∈ Fails(t), while
(ii) {ρ,ρ ′} ∈ E iff there is some process q that survives round r in both ρ and ρ ′ and has the same local state at the end
of round r in both runs.
We say that runs ρ and ρ ′ are connected after round r, and write ρ
r≈ ρ ′ , if ρ and ρ ′ are in the same connected component
of csG(r). Notice that the
r≈ relation is reﬂexive, since connected components deﬁne an equivalence relation. Connectivity
in the similarity graph is closely related to common knowledge [2]. In fact, one way to formally deﬁne common knowledge
in our setting is via the similarity graph: The fact A about the run is common knowledge at the end of round r of a run ρ if
A holds at all runs ρ ′
r≈ ρ (i.e., if A holds at all runs that are r-connected to ρ). An equivalent formulation of the fact that
a value v must be common knowledge before it can be decided on in a simultaneous consensus protocol is thus expressed
as follows:
Lemma 2. (See [2].) Assume that P = P [n, t,C] solves cb-s consensus, and let ρ = P (I, F ), where I ∈ C and F ∈ Fails(t). Moreover,
assume that the correct processes decide on value v in round r of ρ . Then v appears in the input vector of every run ρ ′
r≈ ρ .
From Lemma 2, we immediately obtain:
Corollary 1. Fix r, let I v¯ ∈ C be an input vector that does not contain v as an initial value. Moreover, let ρ = P (I, F ) and ρ ′ = P (I v¯ , F ′)
be runs of a cb-s consensus algorithm P . If ρ
r≈ ρ ′ then no process can decide v in round r of ρ .
The analysis in [2] showed that unconditional simultaneous consensus is possible at the end of round t + 1 − W (F ) in
runs with failure pattern F , but it cannot be reached at an earlier round. Thus, following [9], we call a round r premature
in a failure pattern F if r < t + 1− W (F ) . It was shown in [2] that before round t + 1− W (F ), then, roughly speaking, the
only fact about failures that is common knowledge in a run with failure pattern F is that r < t + 1− W , where W refers to
“waste in the current run’s failure pattern”. It is not common knowledge that even one failure has occurred. More formally,
in our setting this becomes:
Lemma 3. (See [2,9].) Fix an algorithm P = P [n, t,C], and let ρ = P (I, F ) and ρ ′ = P (I, F ′), where I ∈ C and F , F ′ ∈ Fails(t). If
round r is premature in both F and F ′ , then ρ
r≈ ρ ′ .
The corresponding lemma in [9] is not stated in terms of a condition C , but its proof depends only on the fact that the
similarity graph contains all runs ρˆ = P (I, Fˆ ) with failure patterns Fˆ ∈ Fails(t). Since this is true for csG(r) as well, the
same proof, unchanged, establishes Lemma 3 as stated here.
The combination of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 suggests that studying the class of runs in which r is premature can provide
insight into the solvability of cb-s consensus. For example, let us consider the question of how many processes can be
silenced from the outset (initially crashed) for round r to be premature in a failure pattern Fˆ . Formally, a process q is
crashed from the outset if the failure pattern contains the triple (q,1,Π). Clearly, if k processes are crashed in Fˆ from the
outset and no other failures occur, then W ( Fˆ ) = k − 1. By deﬁnition, round r is premature if r < t + 1 − W ( Fˆ ), which in
our case translates into r < t + 1 − (k − 1) = t + 2 − k or, equivalently, if k < t + 2 − r. We can use this fact to derive the
following consequence of Lemma 3:
Lemma 4. Fix an algorithm P = P [n, t,C] and let ρ = P (I, F ) and ρ ′ = P (I ′, F ′). Moreover, let dist(I, I ′) k and suppose that round
r is premature in both F and F ′ . If r < t + 2− k then ρ r≈ ρ ′ .
Proof. Assume that the conditions of the lemma hold, and let r < t + 2 − k. Thus, in particular, I and I ′ differ at most on
the set of values assigned to processes pi1 , . . . , pi . Consider the failure pattern Fˆ in which pi1 , . . . , pi are crashed andk k
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r < t + 2− k, it follows that r < t + 1− (k− 1) = t + 1−W ( Fˆ ), and so r is premature in Fˆ . We deﬁne two runs ρ1 = P (I, Fˆ )
and ρ2 = P (I ′, Fˆ ) with the same input vectors as ρ and ρ ′ , respectively, and with failure pattern Fˆ . By Lemma 3 we have
that ρ
r≈ ρ1 as well as that ρ ′ r≈ ρ2, and by symmetry of r≈ the latter implies that ρ2 r≈ ρ ′ . Given that t < n − 1 there is at
least one process q that is non-faulty in Fˆ , and thus also in both ρ1 and ρ2. Observe that all non-crashed processes have
the same local state at the end of all rounds (and in particular process q at the end of round r) of both runs. We thus
immediately have that {ρ1,ρ2} is an edge of csG(r), and so, in particular, ρ1 r≈ ρ2. Combining the above claims we obtain
that ρ
r≈ ρ1 r≈ ρ2 r≈ ρ ′ , which by transitivity of ‘ r≈’ yields that ρ r≈ ρ ′ , as desired. 
Lemma 4 can be used to derive additional properties about r-connectedness of runs. Suppose that in addition to ρ and
ρ ′ as in Lemma 4 we have ρ ′′ = P (I ′′, F ′′) where dist(I ′, I ′′)  k and r is premature in F ′′ as well. Then, we can apply
Lemma 4 to obtain that ρ ′
r≈ ρ ′′ and by transitivity obtain that ρ r≈ ρ ′′ as well. We can continue this process, and if it leads
us to derive ρ
r≈ ρˆ where, in the latter, v is not an initial value, then v cannot be decided on in round r of ρ , by Corollary 1.
We now formalize this intuition and use it to state and prove precise bounds for cb-s consensus.
Deﬁnition 5 (Input k-graph of C). Fix a condition C and a natural number k. The (input) k-graph over C is Gk[C] = (C, Ek),
where Ek = {{I, I ′}: dist(I, I ′) k}.
Thus, two vectors of C are neighbors in Gk[C] exactly if they disagree on the values of at most k processes. We can now
formalize the preceding discussion using reachability among input vectors in the k-graph of a condition C :
Theorem 5. Fix a cb-s consensus algorithm P = P [n, t,C], let ρ = P (I, F ) where I ∈ C and F ∈ Fails(t), and suppose that round r is
premature in F . Moreover, assume that there is a path in Gk[C] connecting I to an input vector I v¯ that does not contain v as an initial
value. If k < t + 2− r then no process can decide v in round r of ρ .
Proof. Assume that the assumptions of the theorem hold, and denote ρ ′ = P (I v¯ , F ) be the run with input vector I v¯ and
the same failure pattern as ρ . By Corollary 1 it suﬃces to show that ρ
r≈ ρ ′ . We prove this by induction on the length h of
the shortest path from I to I v¯ in Gk[C]. The base case of h = 0 is trivial, since ρ = ρ ′ and r≈ is, by deﬁnition, reﬂexive. For
the inductive step, assume that h > 0 and that the claim holds for h − 1. Thus, for some I1 ∈ C we have that dist(I, I1) k
and I1 has distance h − 1 from I v¯ in Gk[C]. Denote ρ1 = P (I1, F ). Since ρ1 has failure pattern F and we are given that r is
premature in F , round r is premature in ρ1. Hence, by the inductive assumption for h − 1 we have that ρ1 r≈ ρ ′ . Moreover,
since dist(I, I1) k we have by Lemma 4 that ρ
r≈ ρ1. By transitivity of ‘ r≈’ we thus obtain that ρ r≈ ρ ′ , as claimed. 
Theorem 5 will be used hereafter to show that if the initial vectors in a condition C are suﬃciently close to each other,
then decision cannot be obtained before round t+1−max{W ,d}. Recall that d-legality is essentially a property that ensures
that the inputs in a condition are suﬃciently far apart. We now revisit conditions and deﬁne the closeness property needed
for our lower bound, and a further property for which we can obtain tight bounds for cb-s consensus.
4.2. Properties of conditions, revisited
Consider M = {{v}n: v ∈ V} (the condition made up of the vectors in which all initial values are the same). Clearly,
consensus can be solved (simultaneously) for M with no rounds of communication: every process can decide on its own
initial value. Observe that M is d-legal for every 0 d  t < n − 1. It follows that we have no hope of basing a nontrivial
lower-bound on the notion of d-legality. The property of being d-legal is suﬃcient for the upper bounds stated in Theorem 2
(it imposes a requirement that input vectors are suﬃciently distant from each other). We now use the k-graph to deﬁne
a property on conditions, called k-coverability, which goes in the opposite direction and stipulates that the input vectors
in a condition be suﬃciently Hamming close.
Deﬁnition 6 (k-Coverability). A condition C is k-coverable if for every value v ∈ V and input vector I ∈ C there is an input
vector I v¯ ∈ C such that
(i) v does not appear in I v¯ , and
(ii) I and I v¯ are in the same connected component of Gk[C].
Intuitively, k-legality is inconsistent with k-coverability. More formally, we can show:
Lemma 5. A nonempty k-legal condition cannot be k-coverable.
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choice function on C guaranteed by the deﬁnition of k-legal (Deﬁnition 1). Let I ∈ C , and let v be the value for which
H(I) = v . Since C is k-coverable, we have that there is some vector I v¯ ∈ C not containing v that is connected to I in the
k-graph Gk[C]. Clearly, H(I v¯) = v since Deﬁnition 1 states that if I v¯ = w then #w(I v¯) > k and #v(I v¯ ) = 0  k by choice
of I v¯ . Since I and I v¯ are connected, there must be two neighboring vectors I1, I2 along the path connecting them such
that H(I1) = v and H(I2) = v . Since these are neighboring vectors we have by deﬁnition of Gk[C] that dist(I1, I2)  k.
Conversely, the fact that H(I1) =H(I2) implies by deﬁnition of legality that dist(I1, I2) > k; contradiction. 
Since k-coverability is designed to ensure suﬃcient proximity of input vectors in a condition, we can use this notion to
prove a lower bound on the time at which cb-s consensus can be reached.
Lemma 6. Fix a cb-s consensus algorithm P = P [n, t,C] where C is (d + 1)-coverable. Moreover, let ρ = P (I, F ) where with I ∈ C
and F ∈ Fails(t), and let r < t + 1−max{W (F ),d}. Then no value v can be decided on at the end of round r in ρ .
Proof. Let P , C , d, ρ , I , C , t and r satisfy the assumptions of the lemma. Choose an arbitrary value v ∈ V . Since C is
(d + 1)-coverable we have by deﬁnition that ρ ’s input vector I is connected in Gd+1[C] to an input vector I v¯ in which v
does not appear. Thus, there is a ﬁnite path I = I1, I2, . . . , Ik = I v¯ in Gd+1[C] connecting I with I v¯ . Deﬁne ρ j = P (I j, F )
for j = 1, . . . ,k. We prove by induction on j  k that ρ and ρ j are in the same connected component of csG(r). The case
j = 1 is trivial since by deﬁnition ρ1 = ρ . For the inductive step, let 1  j < k and assume that ρ r≈ ρ j . By assumption,
r < t + 1− W (F ), and so round r is premature in F . Hence, r is premature in both ρ j and ρ j+1. Since r < t + 1− d as well,
we have that r < t + 2 − (d + 1). By construction, dist(I j, I j+1)  d + 1. The runs ρ j and ρ j+1 thus satisfy the conditions
of Lemma 4, and the lemma implies that ρ j
r≈ ρ j+1. Transitivity of ‘ r≈’ yields that ρ r≈ ρ j+1, completing the inductive step.
The inductive proof yields, in particular, that ρ
r≈ ρk . Since ρk = P (Ik, F ) does not contain v as an initial value, it follows
by Lemma 2 that v cannot be decided on at the end of round r of ρ . Since v ∈ V was chosen arbitrarily, we obtain that no
value can be decided at the end of round r, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
While we have by Lemma 5 that a nontrivial k-legal condition cannot be k-coverable, it is possible for such a condition
to be (k + 1)-coverable. Indeed, we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 7 (k-Tightness). A condition C is k-tight if it is both k-legal and (k + 1)-coverable.
As mentioned in Example 1, the max-value condition Md = {I: #max(I)(I) > d} is d-legal [12]. In fact, we can extend this
result to show:
Lemma 7. Let 0 d t and |V| > 1. Then themax-value condition Md for V is d-tight.
Proof. Since Md is d-legal (see Example 1), it remains to show that it is (d + 1)-coverable. Let I ∈ Md be an input and let
v ∈ V . Since |V| > 1, there exist w ∈ V with w = v . Denote {w}n by I v¯ . We will show that I v¯ is in I ’s connected component
of Gd+1. Since d + 1  1, we can clearly change values of I to w one by one and remain in the connected component, as
long as there are more than d values of max(I) in the input conﬁguration. We consider two cases. If w = max(I), then this
process immediately yields that I and {w}n = I v¯ are in the same connected component, as desired. If w = max(I), then we
can show that there is a path in Gd+1[Md] from I to an input J ∈ Md consisting of d+1 values of max(I) and the remaining
n − (d + 1) values are w . Thus, dist( J , {w}n) = d + 1. It follows that J and {w}n = I v¯ are adjacent nodes of Gd+1[Md], and
so I and I v¯ are in the same connected component. We conclude that Md is (d + 1)-coverable, as claimed. 
Thus, every class in the Cd hierarchy contains a d-tight condition. Indeed, the d-tight conditions form a natural subclass
of the d-legal conditions that are not (d + 1)-legal. From Lemma 6 and the properties of the Cond_Sim_Propose algorithm,
we can now immediately conclude that Cond_Sim_Propose is optimal in all runs:
Theorem 6. If C is a d-tight condition, then the Cond_Sim_Propose algorithm is optimal for cb-s consensus in every run. I. e., for
every cb-s consensus algorithm P for C , every I ∈ C and every failure pattern F ∈ Fails(t), if ρ = P (I, F ) decides in round r, then
Cond_Sim_Propose decides on (I, F ) in a round r′  r.
5. Conclusion
This paper focused on simultaneous decision in the condition-based consensus setting. It has presented two results. The
ﬁrst is a condition-based consensus algorithm in which processes decide simultaneously at the end of the round RSt,d,F =
(t + 1) − max{W (F ),d} where W (F )  0 is a value that depends on the actual failure pattern F , and d depends on the
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condition ensuring that input vectors in the condition are far from each other, we deﬁned a complementary property on
conditions called k-coverability. Our second result, that is the main contribution of the paper, is a proof that RSt,d,F is a
lower bound on the number of rounds for the simultaneous condition-based consensus problem for a (d + 1)-coverable
condition. A condition is d-tight if it is both d-legal and (d + 1)-coverable. Combining our upper and lower bounds shows
that for the class of d-tight conditions, RSt,d,F is the best we could hope for: We can beneﬁt from the best world provided
by the actual run (failure world when RSt,d,F = (t + 1) − W or condition world when RSt,d,F = (t + 1) − d), but the two
beneﬁts do not compose. There is no double discount.
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